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Light-matter interactions of defects in two-dimensional materials are expected to be profoundly impacted by
strong coupling to phonons. In this work, we combine ab initio calculations of a defect in hBN with a fully
quantum mechanical and numerically exact description of a cavity-defect system to elucidate this impact. We
show that, even at weak light-matter coupling, the dynamical evolution of the cavity-defect system has clear
signatures of non-Markovian phonon effects, and that linear absorption spectra show the emergence of hybridized
light-matter-phonon states in regimes of strong light-matter coupling. We emphasise that our methodology is
general, and can be applied to a wide variety of material-defect systems.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.5.L032037

Single-photon emission has been observed from a broad
range of two-dimensional materials (2DM) [1–7]. Of par-
ticular interest to quantum technologies is emission from
defect complexes in hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) [8–13],
owing to the material’s wide band gap [14] and stability of
the emitters [10,15]. Not only does the precise nature of
these defect complexes remain under scrutiny [10,11,16], but
also their quantum optical properties remain largely unex-
plored, particularly in strong light-matter coupling regimes
[17,18]. Crucially, the optical properties of condensed mat-
ter systems cannot be understood through standard quantum
optics theory, since strong system-environment interactions
lead to a breakdown of the underpinning perturbative meth-
ods [19,20]. Of particular relevance to the optical properties
of defect complexes in 2DM are strong electron-phonon
interactions. Specifically, defect emission spectra typically
show sharp and well resolved phonon sidebands [21–24],
a hallmark of vibronic state formation and long lived
electron-phonon correlations. It is therefore crucial that any
theory describing the dynamical or optical behavior of a
2DM defect complex accurately accounts for electron-phonon
interactions.

To this end, we study the cavity quantum electrodynam-
ics (cQED) of defects in 2DM [17,18], focusing on two
color centers in hBN proposed as single-photon emitters, the
CBVN [10,25] and C2CN defect complexes [26,27]. We accu-
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rately account for electron-phonon interactions by combining
ab initio calculations with a fully quantum mechanical and
numerically exact description of the dynamics of the defect
states interacting with a single mode optical cavity. The for-
mer provides an atomistic description of the phonon modes
of the material system. The latter employs the time evolved
matrix product operator (TEMPO) algorithm [28], where non-
Markovian influences of the phonon environment are encoded
within a tensor network. When combined with tensor com-
pression methods, TEMPO provides an efficient approach
for calculating the reduced dynamics of the system [29–31],
which we extend to extract the linear response spectrum of the
defect-cavity system. This hybrid approach is inspired by [32]
and allows us to maintain the accuracy and insight of first-
principles calculations, while enabling coherent dynamics to
be captured in regimes of light-matter coupling inaccessible
to first-principles methods.

A central finding of this work is that electron-phonon
interactions in the studied defect complexes lead to highly
non-Markovian dynamics, even in regimes of moderate
light-matter coupling strengths accessible to state-of-the-art
experiments. We attribute this behavior to coherent coupling
between the defects electronic states and high-quality (Q)
factor phonon modes, where the lifetime of the phonon mode
becomes comparable to the Rabi oscillations in the photonic
degrees of freedom, and thus tripartite coherent oscillations
emerge. This provides a mechanism to optically manipu-
late mechanical modes of a condensed matter system that
would otherwise not directly couple to light. Furthermore,
from linear response spectra, we see evidence of hybridization
between cavity-defect polaritons and high-Q phonon modes
when entering regimes of strong light-matter coupling. These
states bear resemblance to recently predicted exciton-photon-
phonon hybridization in hBN [33]; however, in this instance
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FIG. 1. (a) A schematic figure of the CBVN defect in hBN in-
teracting with a single quantized field mode. This mode could be
plasmonic or photonic in nature. (b) A plot of the ab initio (solid)
and effective width (dashed) spectral densities. Using the atomistic
simulation, we ascribe the dominant peak at ∼125 meV to a phonon
breathing mode. (c) The bath correlation function for the ab initio
(solid) and effective width (dashed) spectral densities. The sharp
peaks of the ab initio spectral density leads to long lived oscillations
in the correlation function, which are washed out when an effective
width approximation is used.

they occur in a continuum of modes coupled to a defect state,
and therefore will inherit nonlinear features from the localized
electronic states. For simplicity we focus on the CBVN defect
complex in this Letter, leaving the discussion of C2CN to the
Supplemental Material (SM) [34]. The electronic structure
of the CBVN defect consists of two manifolds [35]: the first
consists of the (2)1A1 and (1)1B1 excited states and a (1)1A1

singlet ground state; the second contains the triplet states
(1)3B1 and (2)3B1 [16], separated in energy by h̄ωe = 2 eV
[35]. By assuming that the intersystem crossing due to spin-
orbit coupling occurs on a much longer timescale (10–100 ns)
than cavity-enhanced optical transitions (<1 ns), we restrict
our attention to the triplet state manifold, which reduces to
a two-level system with ground and exited states |g〉 and |e〉
respectively [36]. We assume that the electronic transition
interacts with an electromagnetic environment through two
pathways: either through the modes of an optical cavity [as
shown schematically in Fig. 1(a)] or through leakage to back-
ground modes.

The single mode cavity has a resonant frequency h̄�c

and cavity width κ . This may be described by the Jaynes-
Cummings interaction [37,38]:

HS = h̄ωeσ
†σ + h̄g(σ †a + σa†) + h̄�ca†a, (1)

where σ = |g〉〈e| is the dipole transition operator, a (a†) is the
annihilation (creation) operator of the cavity mode, and h̄g
is the coupling strength between the emitter and the cavity.

The cavity loss is included in the evolution of the system in
terms of the Lindblad dissipator κLaρ, where Loρ = oρo† −
{o†o, ρ}/2 [37]. Here we limit ourselves to the single excita-
tion subspace, spanned by the basis {|g, 0〉, |e, 0〉, |g, 1〉}.

An emitter coupled to an optical cavity will also couple
to a background electromagnetic environment, where photons
are emitted directly into free-space electromagnetic modes
rather than via the cavity [39]. We account for this by intro-
ducing a second electromagnetic environment that couples to
the electronic transition, in the rotating wave approximation
this interaction takes the form HEM

I = ∑
l(h̄ flσ̂

†cl + H.c.),
where cl is the annihilation operator for the lth mode of the
background electromagnetic environment. We assume that the
interaction between the emitter and the background field is
weak and strictly Markovian, where the coupling to the field
does not vary appreciably over frequencies relevant to the
emitter. This allows us to make the white noise approximation
in which the background electromagnetic environment is δ

correlated with the emitter [40]. This is equivalent to assuming
f1 = √

2π	 [40,41], where 	 is the background spontaneous
emission rate. With the above approximations and tracing over
the external EM fields, the optical contribution to the sys-
tem evolution is determined through the superoperator Vt =
exp(t LS), where LSρ = −i[HS, ρ] + 	Lσ ρ + κLaρ. For a
full derivation and discussion please refer to the SM [34].

We take a linear electron-phonon interaction [42] of the
form HPh

I = σ †σ
∑

k h̄gk(b†
k + b−k ), where bk is the an-

nihilation operator for a phonon mode with wave vector
k, with free field evolution HPh

B = ∑
k h̄ωkb†

kbk, and gk is
the electron-phonon coupling strength of the kth phonon
mode. The electron-phonon coupling is fully characterised by
the spectral density JPh(ω) = ∑

k Skδ(ω − ωk ), where Sk =
ω−2

k |gk|2 is the partial Huang-Rhys factor of mode k. The
total Huang-Rhys parameter is recovered by integrating the
spectral density STot = ∫ ∞

0 dωJPh(ω).
To determine the partial Huang-Rhys factors, and therefore

the spectral density, we treat the electron-phonon coupling
from first principles, using density functional theory (DFT) to
calculate the normal modes of the ground and excited states
of the hBN lattice with the considered defect complex. Impor-
tantly, differences in the ground and excited state electronic
configuration may alter the normal modes of the system in
both frequency and spatial direction. We account for these
differences when calculating the partial Huang-Rhys factors
using the method outlined by Duschinsky [43], where geomet-
ric differences in the normal modes are accounted for using an
affine coordinate transformation [44]. The DFT calculations
of the phonons were performed for periodically repeated de-
fect complexes in hBN monolayers using the Vienna Ab Initio
Simulation Package (VASP) [45]. The exact details of the DFT
calculations are given in the SM [34].

The resulting spectral density is shown in Fig. 1(b), where
we see multiple sharp peaks present. These peaks correspond
to high-Q phonon modes present in hBN; notably from the
atomistic simulations we can assign the dominant contribu-
tions to the peak ∼125 meV from delocalized defect breathing
modes, in which the atoms surrounding the defect oscillate
along the dipole direction of the defect.

To understand the influence of these modes will have on
the cavity-defect system, we calculate the bath correlation
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function

C(τ ) =
∫ ∞

0
dωJPh(ω)[cos(ωτ ) coth(ω/2kBT ) − i sin(ωτ )],

shown in Fig. 1(c), where T is the temperature, kB is the
Boltzmann constant, and we have assumed the phonon bath
to be initially in thermal equilibrium. This correlation func-
tion encodes the timescales over which memory effects last
between the system and environment [46], see the SM [34]
for details. The sharp peaks in the ab initio spectral density
induce long lived oscillation in the correlation function, which
are attributed to high-Q phonon modes. To highlight the im-
portance of this structure we can replace the spectral density
with a broadened function with the same total Huang-Rhys
parameter, as shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 1(b). The
corresponding correlation function, shown in Fig. 1(c), has
only small rapidly damped oscillations.

To study the time evolution of the composite cavity-emitter
system, we employ the time-evolving matrix product oper-
ator (TEMPO) algorithm initially developed by Strathearn
et al. [28]. TEMPO is a powerful method for the study of
open quantum systems in strong coupling regimes [29,30],
and has been applied to quantum thermodynamics in the
strong coupling regime [47], as well as nonadditive phenom-
ena [31], and optimal control [48]. The starting point for
the TEMPO formalism, alongside other numerically exact
path integral methods [49–51], is the Trotter decomposition
[52], where for a sufficiently small time increment δt the
propagator for the open system can be factorized as Uδt =
e(LS+LB )δt ≈ V1/2

δt WδtV1/2
δt + O(δt3). The superoperator Vδt is

as defined above, and captures the evolution of the system
and dissipation through the external electromagnetic fields.
The system-phonon interaction is captured through Wδt =
exp(δtLB), and is given by LBρ = −i[HPh

I + HPh
B , ρ].

This partitioning allows one to construct a discrete-time in-
fluence functional of Feynman-Vernon type [49,50], capturing
the influence of the environment to all orders in the interaction
strength. The reduced state after k time steps is

ραk =
∑
�α,�β

ρα0

k∏
j=1

Vα j

β j
Vβ j

α j−1Fβk ···β1 , (2)

where we have introduced the compound indices αk =
(sk, rk ) and βk = (tk, uk ), such that ραk = 〈rk|ρ|sk〉, and
Vαk

βk
= 〈rk|Vδt [|tk〉〈uk|]|sk〉. The influence of the phonon en-

vironment is captured by the influence tensor Fβk ···β1 =
trE (Wβk · · ·Wβ1 [τB]), where Wβk = 〈tk|Wδt [|tk〉〈uk|]|uk〉. By
taking the initial state of the environment to be in thermal
equilibrium,

τB = exp

(
−

∑
k

νkb†
kbk/kBT

)/
tr

×
[

exp

(
−

∑
k

νkb†
kbk/kBT

)]
,

the trace over the environmental degrees of freedom can be
done analytically [49,50].

Crucially, the influence tensor scales exponentially in the
number of time steps taken [49,50]; while applying a finite

time memory approximation can reduce the computational
cost of propagating the reduced state to long times [49,50,53],
it limits one to scenarios where key dynamics occur on short
timescales. A key insight of Strathearn et al. [28] was that
the influence tensor may be represented in matrix product
operator (MPO) form. This allows one to encode the expo-
nentially growing tensor as a tensor network and apply tensor
compression [54] to reduce the rank of each network element,
circumventing exponential scaling. The reduced state of the
system is then calculated by contracting the network down af-
ter each time step. The convergence of the TEMPO algorithm
is sensitive to taking a sufficiently small time step δt , and the
degree to which the tensors are compressed. Further details of
TEMPO and its convergence properties are discussed in the
SM [34].

We now consider the dynamics of the cavity-defect system
initialized in the state ρ(0) = |e, 0〉〈e, 0|. Figure 2 shows the
time evolution of the excited state population and the cavity
mode occupation for different cavity parameters. We find
that across all parameter regimes TEMPO predicts complex
oscillations in the cavity occupation. We attribute these oscil-
lations to high-Q phonon modes in the environment, which
lead to long lived oscillations in the bath correlation function
shown in Fig. 1(c); indeed these oscillations follow closely
those in the bath correlation function. We confirm this by
repeating the TEMPO calculations with the effective width
spectral density shown in Fig. 1(b). Since this spectral density
has the same total Huang-Rhys parameter, naively we might
expect similar dynamics. However, the resulting dynamics in
Fig. 2 show no oscillations at weak light-matter coupling,
suggesting it is indeed the structure in the spectral density that
has the dominant contribution to non-Markovian behavior.
Interestingly, phonon induced oscillations are present in the
cavity dynamics across all parameter regimes studied, but
only emerge in the emitter dynamics in the strong light-matter
coupling regime. This is a consequence of phonon induced
fluctuations of the defects’ excited state energy; the cavity is
sensitive to these fluctuations through the dipole coupling with
the emitter, leading to the observed oscillations in the occupa-
tion. However, these effects do become increasingly visible in
the emitter dynamics with increasing coupling strength, where
coherent vacuum Rabi oscillations occur.

We now turn our attention to the linear spectrum of the
cavity-defect system. The linear response of an electronic sys-
tem coupled to a quantized mode can be formulated either as
an external field coupling to the electronic degrees of freedom,
or by an external current pumping the cavity mode [55,56].
In both cases the driving is included as a perturbation at
the Hamiltonian level, such that H ′(t ) = H + E (t ) · μ. Here
the system transition operator can be μ = {σ † + σ, a† + a}.
The first is the dipole operator of the defect, describing the
scattering of light directly off the two level transition, and
forms the basis of standard linear response theory [57]. The
second is the quadrature operator of the cavity field, which
induces a static polarization of the cavity mode and excites
real photons into the field [56]. E (t ) then corresponds to the
external field or the external current respectively. Treating
the driving as weak, we can extract the linear response spec-
trum using density matrix perturbation theory [57]. Taking the
semi-impulsive limit where E (t ) ∝ eiωDtδ(t ), and ωD is the
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FIG. 2. Time dependent emitter population (top) and cavity occupation (bottom) for different coupling strengths and cavity widths. In
contrast to the effective width spectral density (dashed), the ab initio spectral density (solid orange) predicts significant oscillations in the
cavity occupation over all parameter regimes. Parameters used are T = 4 K, 	 = 4 meV, and h̄�c = h̄ωe − h̄λ, where λ = ∫ ∞

0 dω ω−2JPh(ω)
is the reorganization energy. The step size used to obtain convergence was dt = 3.2 fs, with SVD cutoff εC = 10−6.

driving frequency, we obtain the absorption spectrum:

A(ω) = 2 Re

[∫ ∞

0
dt eiωt S(1)(t )

]
, (3)

where S(1)(t ) = tr(μ(t )[μ(0), χ (−∞)]) is the first-order re-
sponse function. The global equilibrium density operator is
χ (−∞) = |g, 0〉〈g, 0| ⊗ τB ⊗ |{0}〉〈{0}|, where |{0}〉 denotes
the vacuum state of the electromagnetic field. The above
expressions allow us to extend TEMPO to calculate the first-
order response function by propagating the initial system state
ρ(0) = μ(0)|g, 0〉〈g, 0|.

Figures 3(a)–3(c) show the absorption spectra of the cav-
ity mode when driven by an external current for various
cavity parameters. To understand the role of phonons in
these spectra, we artificially include a scaling parameter to
spectral density JPh(ω) → αHRFJPh(ω), where αHRF ∈ [0, 1],
equivalent to scaling the total Huang-Rhys parameter. Fig-
ure 3(a) shows absorption spectrum at the onset of the strong
coupling regime, where g = κ . In the absence of phonons
(αHRF = 0) we see a clear Rabi splitting, with the separation
of the peaks determined by the the light-matter coupling g.
As αHRF increases, the separation of these peaks is reduced.
We can understand this reduction by appealing to the polaron
formalism commonly used to study the behavior semicon-
ductor quantum dots [20,58]: here, the light-matter coupling
strength is reduced by the Franck-Condon factor F =
exp(−αHRFSTot/2), which accounts for the geometric differ-
ence of the phonon modes associated to the emitters ground
and excited states. Figure 3(d) compares the peak separation
as a function of the scaling parameter αHRF for the three pa-
rameter regimes. For the parameters associated with Fig. 3(a),
the peak separation follows the Franck-Condon factor F
(solid curve).

In regimes of stronger light-matter coupling shown in
Figures 3(b) and 3(c), a more complex picture emerges: sig-
nificant structure becomes apparent in the spectra as αHRF

increases. Of particular interest is the departure from the

well understood polaronic physics seen in Fig. 3(a), which is
highlighted in Fig. 3(d). Here we see that at stronger coupling
regimes (g = 50 meV), the renormalization no longer follows
the Franck-Condon factor, and in the regime of strong light-
matter coupling (g = 100 meV) we see the splitting increase
with αHRF. We attribute this behavior to a hybridization of
the light-matter polariton and high-Q phonon modes. The
resultant state is a tripartite quasiparticle with characteristics
of light, matter, and vibrations. This can be seen most clearly
in the upper polariton of Fig. 3(c), where an additional split-
ting emerges when αHRF → 1. This interpretation is supported

FIG. 3. (a)–(c) The linear absorption spectra when probing the
cavity mode, for various values of the scaling parameter αHRF. Here
structure in the absorption spectra becomes increasingly important
for large coupling, and broad cavity widths. (d) The change in peak
position as a function of αHRF (points) for the cavity parameters
studied in (a)–(c). All other parameters are the same as Fig. 2.
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by the C2CN calculations shown in the SM [34]; this defect
complex has a spectral density with little low energy structure,
such that at g = 50 meV no hybridization occurs, and the
renormalization of the Rabi frequency follows closely the
Franck-Condon factor F . It is only at higher light-matter cou-
pling strengths (g = 100 meV) for C2CN, when the polariton
splitting approaches resonance with a high-Q phonon mode
that we observe a departure from Franck-Condon physics,
heralding hybridised polariton-polaron states.

In this Letter we have combined atomistic simulations of
a defect complex in hBN with TEMPO, a numerically ex-
act and fully quantum mechanical simulation method. Our
hybrid approach allows us to study realistic emitters beyond
phenomenological and approximate treatments [22], provid-
ing a complete description of electron-phonon interactions in
condensed matter emitters in optical or plasmonic cavities,
with direct relevance to ongoing experiments. Furthermore, by
considering the cavity quantum electrodynamics of a defect
across the weak and strong light-matter coupling regimes,
we have shown that strong coupling to high-Q vibrational
modes play a significant role in determining the dynamics of
the cavity-defect system, even in the weak light-matter cou-
pling regime. At strong light-matter coupling, the absorption
spectrum show clear signatures of hybridization between the
light-matter polaritons and phonon modes inherent to hBN.

The method we present here is general, and not restricted
to the material system or specific defect complexes studied
here, with potential application to organic polaritons [59].
It is worth noting that we have restricted ourselves to low
temperatures in the above discussion; at elevated temperatures
phonon processes beyond linear electron-phonon coupling be-
come important through mechanisms such as the Jahn-Teller
effect [60].
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